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where, ~ is the error information term found by multiplying the
total input of error correction term, 8_inj , by the respective
derivative of activation function of thej-th hidden unit.
calculates its weight correction term which updates vij'
(2.14)
where, L1vij is weight correction term for hidden layer weight, vij'
and calculates its bias correction term which updates VOj'
(2.15)
---------------'1wMnRPere;--A-VOjis-the weight correction tenn for th~atm___la)¥1Te'*r---_______j
weight, vOj'
(Update weights and biases:)
Step 8. Each output unit (flo k = 1, .. , m) updates its bias
and weights (j = 0, .. , p):
(2.16)
where, the updated output layer weight, W ij' is found by
Each hidden unit (~) j = 1" .. , p) updates its bias and
weights (i = 0, .. ) n):'
vij(new) = vij(old) + ,1vij' (2.17)
where, the updated hidden layer weight, vij' is found by
adding to itself the respective weight correction term, Llvij"
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Step 9. Test stopping condition.
The algorithm above defines one complete cycle for a training vector passing
through a network. When a complete set of training vectors "cycles" through a network,
that constitutes an epoch. Depending on the complexity of the problem, it takes many
epochs for training a neural network. Backpropagation algorithm is based on an
optimization technique known as steepest gradient descent. The negative of the gradient
of the function (in this case, the function is the error and the variables are the weights of
the net) gives the direction in which the function decreases most rapidly. A derivation of
the weight update rules is given in Appendix A. This derivation explains why the weight
updates are done after all of the error information terms for the output layer, 8k ,and for
the hidden layer, 8 j' have been calculated rather than during backpropagation.
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Chapter 3
Inverse Kinematics Solution of a Two-Link Mechanism
~
3.1 Introduction
This example attempts to--S01¥e-the-i~tH41ematics of a tNo-link meehani:srn-s-h1ho~wffl1Jn--l----
in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. The figures show an illustration of how the mechanism
\
Writing Surface
+- Stylus
y
Belt Drive (1: 1 pulley ratio)
I+---Joint 1 motor
angle [<PI]
Joint 2 motor
'"-..,---,............. +-angle [<P2]
Fig. 3.1 Side View of Two-Link Mechanism
may look like. (This example is only a simulation on the computer but can be
implemented as shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.) It is primarily a robotic arm that has ~o
links with two revolute joints. There are two motors to drive the joints. The second
actuator drives the second joint through a belt drive with a pulley ratio of (1: 1). The end
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of the second link (the "end-effector") may have a stylus attached to it to write on the
,
writing surface. Objective of this problem is to control the end-effector position in order
to write something specific on the writing surface.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
B
Global Angles: [<J>I> <J>z]
Joint Angles: [81> 8z]
Writing Surface
Fig. 3.2 Top View cifTwo-Link Mechanism
'----- ----
The forward kinematics problem is to calculate the position m Cartesian
coordinates of the end-effector (same as the stylus) given the joint angles of the
respective links. The forward kinematics is a non-linear, continuous and differentiable
mapping as_given below: --
x = IJcos(cpJ + 12cos(cp) (in global angles)
17
(3.1)
The solution to the forward kinematics m~ppj1!gg!y~~_~n Equation 3.1 is unique.
On the. other hand, the solution to the inverse problem is not. The inverse problem
entails the determination of global angles for any given end-effector position. The·
inverse problem is not unique because any position on the writing surface has two
solutions, that is to say, any point can be reached in at lea~t two ways!. It is quite
difficult to solve for the global angles (cpl, c(2) given any position (x, y). One could solve
for the inverse problem using a symbolic software such as Maple®. The inverse problem
can also be solved by using some basic formulas of trigonometry. This is shown in the
next section.
3.2 Trigonometric Solution to the Inverse Problem
Fig. 3.3 Trigonometric Derivation of Two-Link Mechanism
I The zero coordinate position has an infinite number of solutions (provided that thelengthsof the two
links is the same). That is possi1;>le if the two links lie on top of each other and desribe a circle that has a
radius equal to the length of the link.
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Assuming no losses (frictional), the work input by the driving gear is equal to the work
output from the driven gear, i.e.
Torque*Angular Displacement = Constant
The angular displacement is directly proportional to the angular velocity, i.e.
Bu OJ
Summarizing the above relationships, following is obtained:
2i = !!L = !!.L = w2 · = !i
r 2 B1 N2 WI ~
5.3.2.Governing Equations
(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)
This section presents the equations that govern the simulation model. Refer to
Fig. 5.2 that illustrates the model. The DC motor is considered first. The voltage drop
across the motor is given by:
(5.6)
where em is the voltage drop across the motor, B and Bm are the motor input angular
displacement and the motor output angular displacement respectively. The rest of the
parameters, along with their values, are listed in Table 1: The first term with the
armature inductance L is small relative to the other terms and is neglected.
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Following derivations are valid assuming that coulomb and viscous friction
coefficients are ignored.
Torque required to overcome the motor's inertia:
Torque required to overcome the cam's inertia:
where, 1'c is the net torque that drives the cam-follower system.
(5.7)
(5.8)
When the above quantities are reflected over from the cam to the motor (from
gear number 2 to gear number 1), a multiplication factor (in terms of the gear ratio) is
picked up according to relationship (l) derived previously:
[ ]
22N) N} d em N)
- 1'2/.t\ = - J -- + - l'N . \'/ N c dt 2 N C
. 2 2 2
or,
where, Ng is the gear ratio of the gear reduction unit.
(5.9)
If km is the motor torque constant and i is the current through the motor, then the
output torque from the DC motor [5.7,5.8 and 5.9]:
38
(5.10)
The net torque, 1"e' required to drive the cam-follower system is given by:
(5.11)
where, m is the follower mass, Sp is the pre-load on the cam andYe is the displacement of
the follower mass.
The displacement of the follower mass is described by the shape function of the
cam which is taken to be:
Ye =He [3 r/ -2 t/];
where, S=(ecl-J~H:is~he Cam Lift and ~1 is the- Rise A11gk·f3 j- ) .
(5.12)
Equations (5.6), (5.10) and (5.11), upon simplification, reduce to the following
second-order non-linear ordinary differential equation:
..
(Kb + K,) ~ - [kjYe + SJ y; -M.r Y; Y;' e/Ng
. . d* d2*
where *' = -' *" = _._.
, de' de 2 '
c c
•
Then equatiorr (5.13) can be presented in state-space form:
...
39
(5.13)
(5.14)
B* =~ [K 8+K (e-~)-(K+K )~J'Nr d P N h d N )g m g g
5.4 Neural Network Formulation
Programming for this thesis was carried out in Matlab~\ which is a registered trademark
of The MathWorks, Inc. The neural-network toolbox of Matlab®5 'includes functions
_ programmed-to carryont most-of the popularleaming---ntle~arl(:l=fletwer-k-arcGlllt~i)-S ----
found in the field of neural networks. Some examples of the commonly used functions
are listed in Appendix C. The neural network architecture used in this problem is an
enhanced version of the backpropagation algorithm discussed in Chap. 2 on mapping
neural networks. In the following sub-sections, an explanation of how neural networks
are used, the basic structure of neuraf networks will be provided, as it pertains to this
inverse cam-follower dynamic problem.
5.4.1 Program Construct of the Simulation Model
The following is an outline of the program that simulates the dynamic model. All
the. data required to train and test the neural networks is obtained from this program,
called "rr.m" (Appendix B). Figure 5.4 shows a schematic of the program illustrating
the state vectors at instances (k) & (k+1), alongwith the key features of the simulation
5 Simul~tionmodel is used as a systeI? t? replace the actualexperimental set-up.
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program. As shown in Fig. 5.4 the input state vector [Xlk has five components: input
angular displacement to the motor, e, input motor speed command, e, resulting angular
displacement of the cam, en angular speed command of the cam, Be, and the output
follower displacement of the cam, Ye' The simulation program is used to obtain the
output state vector after every time step, during the entire RR motion.
State Vector
[X]k at
time-(k) -, ...
Simulation Program State Vector[X]k+1 at
time (k+l)
• Simulates the dymimics of the
8(k) simulation model according to 8(k + I)
. Equation 5.14. .
8(k) • Calculates the output state vector ~ 8(k + 1)
yc(k) over a fixed time step. Ye(k+l)
8c(k) •
Motor speed is kept constant over 8e(k + 1)
a time step.
•
• 8c(k+l)8c(k)
Feed back until stopping condition becomes true, i.e.
Ye(k +1) = He for Rise portion, or
Ye(k + 1) = 0 for Return portion.
Fig. 5.4. Flow Diagram of Program for Simulation Model.
Figure 5.4 shows the stopping conditions for both the Rise and Return portions.
They are the lift of the cam, He' and back to the no-lift (zero) cam follower position,
respectively. lLalso highlights the' main features of the simulation program like the
moto~ speed is kept constant over any time step. and the governing eq:tIations of the
41
simulation model are given in Eqn. 5.14. Data obtained for the cam: its angular
. .
displacement, Bn and speed, Be, are not presented to the training of the neural networks
(reason discussed in Section 5.4.3). So, only three of the five state variables (the ones
remaining) are used for training.
5.4.2 Data Accumulation from the Simulation Program
Data required for training of neural networks is obtained from the main program, .
"rr. m ". Governing equations presented in state-space form in Equation 5.14 describe the
dynamIc system' completely. These-equatioos-are-ineerpemted-in-----a-.--funGtieVOH,ll,.----
"modeC23.m" (Appendix B) which is invoked by "rr.m" providing all the components
of state vector. [XA at time (k) as its arguments; This set of non-linear ordinary
differential equations' is solved using a routine called ODE45 (an Ordinary Differential
Equation solver using Runge-Kutta algorithm). This routine is available in the numerical
software Matlab®.
For every state vector [Xlk at time (k) this function returns a state vector at time
(k+1); [Xlk+1 which represents state of the system after a fixed time step /).t. Over this
•
time step, speed command to the motor B(k) is kept constant. At the next time step, main
program updates state vector [XJ by the new state vector [Xlk+1 and recalls the function,
as shown in Fig. 5.4, for the next time step. This process continues mitil Rise portion is
completed (ye = He' the cam lift). For Return portion of-the cam-follower, modified
42
.. '
equations of Rise portion are included in "model_23.m" as well. After completion of
Rise portion, its final output state vector is taken as the initial input state vector for
Return portion. Data is gathered in the same fashion for Return portion until the stopping
condition is true CYe = 0).
5.4.3 Range of Data Gathered
Data obtained for the cam angular displacements 8c(k) and cam angular speeds 8c(k) is
not used in the training of neural networks. Reason for doing this is to make this exercise
observable are presented to neural networks. These include the motor angular
.
displacement and speed specification - e(k) and e (k), and the output follower
displacement, ylk). State of the cam at any time (its angular displacement and speed) is
considered intrinsic to the "black box" (comprising complex dynamics of the mechanical
system) and is therefore not available for purposes of training the neural networks. '
Neural networks are trained with a good sized population of training vectors.
This sample of training vectors is produced keeping in mind the need to have a fairly
wide spectrum of values of the input motor angular displacement and motor speed, and
the follower displacement. The main program is run with several different motor speeds
and all the data obtained is stored and combined. A wide range of training vectors is
essential so that neural network can get a good map of the dynamics of the simulation
model. Such broad based training ensures a' neural network that can generalize very well.
43
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5.4.4 Limitation of Neural Networks
Neural nehvorks have a fundamental limitation when it comes to learning multiple-
valuedfunctions, they cannot. If one input variable produces multiple output values then
the neural network is forced to learn the mean of all the correct results in order to
minimize the mean-squared error. This. happens due to the nature of backpropagation
algorithm as discussed in Chap. 2. In the Rise-Return (RR) motion of the cam-follower,
the follower displacements of the Rise portion are repeated in the Return portion thereby
making the RR motion dual-valued. This necessitates the training of two sets of separate
neural networks: one for the' Rise portion and the other for Return portion. (An aside:
adding a Dwell portion in the cam follower motion would have severely impaired the
use of this technique because it will then result in a multiple-valued problem).
5.4.5 Problem Definition and Structure·of the Networks Used
Due to the complexities involved, namely the dynamic coupling between the cam-
follower system and the servo control loop ofthe motor, plus the cam-profile fabrication
errors, it is unlikely that a single neural network will learn the dynamics of the model
very well. Given the training state vectors, an ingenious approach needs to be devised to
break up this inverse dynamics problem into smaller and less intimidating sub-problems.
The approach taken to simplify this problem is one'ofusing structured neural networks.
Two teams of networks was employed (one each for Rise and Return portions, as
discusse~ in Section 5.4.4), in tandem, to get the training done for this exercise in.
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inverse dynamics. Importance of time and sequence of events in an inverse dynamics
problem cannot be overemphasized. Unlike a kinematic problem where each event is
viewed as an isolated incident independent of another, the current state variables of a
dynamic system are a function of their combined past states, for instance,
•
Ylk+1) ,= f(8(k), e(k), Yc(k)) (5.15)
where, the right hand side of the equation has the independent variables that the left hand
side is dependent upon.
, At this stage, the data has been gathered from multiple program runs as described
_______lJ..1.jn~Se......c,LL.tjLUoc.u.n_5_'_"4.2._Eor-reasons-gi:ven-in-S€Gtion~A_3,data-obt-ained-f-or-cal,.,.,.n~aIn-rlg'nCuthlaI:rr----
displacements and cam speed is not used in training of the neural networks. The
resulting inverse dynamics problem boils down to the following: given the input angular
.
displacements e, and angular speeds e (k) of the motor, and the follower displacement
Yc(k) how should the input motor speed be varied to enable the cam follower to track a
given desired polynomial profile? The following three sub-sections describe the
architecture of structured neural networks used to break the dynamic problem down to
simpler training tasks for a good overall inverse dynamics solution.
5.4.6 Neural NetWork 1: Approximating Kinematics of the Cam
First network is responsible for learning the approximate shape function of the cam. In
other words, it tries to learn the relationship between the follower displacement ylk) and
the motor angular displacement e(k). In the absence of data available for the cam
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angular displacements, utilizing the input angular displacement specification to the
motor, e(k), to p,redict the follower displacements, yc(k), is the closest thing available to
. learning the inverse.kinematics of the cam. Figure 5.5 shows Neural Network 1.
During training, Neural Network 1 is taught to predict the input angular
displacement corresponding to the actual follower displacement yc(k) Once the training
has been accomplished successfulll, Neural Network 1 is ready for the testing phase.
Neural Network 1 is utilized to predict input angular displacement for an arbitrary
*desired follower displacement profile y(k) . An important constraint on the desired
follower displacement profile is that its maximum cam lift, Hc' should be the same as
that used in training Neural Network 1.
Training Phase
Actual Follower Input Angular Displacement
Displacement CYc(k)) .I Neural Network I ~ command (eCk)) to motor~I
Testing Phase· .1
Desired Follower
. Displacement (Y·Ck)) ---.\'-.._N_e_ur_a_I_N_etw_o_rk_1_~ Predicted Angular Displacementcommand cepredicted(k)) to motor
Fig. 5.5. Input-Output Structure of Neural Network 1
6 Training of network continues until the sum-squared error value becomes smaller than some acceptable
··----~-target value, E ~ ...- --- . ' -..__.- -.- -------.
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5.4.7 Neural Network 2: Predicting the InputMotor Speed
The second stage of structured neural networksjs involved with the estimation of the
required variable motor speed given any' desired follower displacement profile. Fig. 5.6a
.shows the set-up for the training of Neural Network 2. This network is trained to predict
.
the motor speed input 8molor(k) over a fixed time ,step, .1t, given the initial and final
motor angular displacement inputs e(k) and e(k+ I) over that same time interval.
Once trained satisfactorily, Neural Network 2 is put thr~ugh the testing phase, as
obtained from Neural Network 1) are used as inputs for Neural Network 2 to forecast the
specific variable motor speed required to track the desired follower displacement profile.
. I Training Phase' _I
Inpiit Angular Displacement
command to them:otor (e(k))
Input Angular Displacement
command to the motor
(e(k+l))
Neural Network 2
InputAngular Speed
•
command to the motor ( e(k) )
Fig. 5.6a Training of Neural Network 2
An important observat~on needs to be made here. In this approach to find an inverse
dynamics solution, time has been ingeniously taken out from the scheme of things. Since
all the trainlngand testing is caqied out over a fixed time step, time is present only as an
implicit variable inthis dynamic problem.
--'-~-
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Testing Phase
Predicted Motor Angular
Displacement command
-
(8predicted(k))
Predicted Motor Angular
:=J Neural Network 2 I Speed commandI •(8predicted (k))
Predicted Motor Angular
Displacement command
-
(8predicted(k+ I))
Fig. 5.6b Testing of Neural Network 2
5.4.8 Neural Network 3: Predicting the Forward Dynamics
Training Phase I.
Input Angular
Displacement (8(k)) I-- ..
command to the motor
Input Angular Speed
command to the motor .l.-...+ Neural Network 3 Actual Follower
. ~ Displacement (yc(k+I))(8 (k))
Actual Follower
Displacement (yc(k)) -
Fig. 5.7 Input-Output Structure During Training of Neural Network 3
In the third and· final stage of the structured neural networks, the results of Neural
Networks 1 and 2 are utilized. Neural Network 3 is trained to learn the forward
dynamics of the simulation "model. Fig. 5.7 shows the training procedure of Neural
Network 3. This entails teaching Neural Network 3 the relationship between motor
48
·angular displacement commapd, 8(k), motor speed command, 8 (k), follower
displacement, ylk), as inputs in conjunction with the resulting follower displacement,
ylk+1), after the passage of one time step, M.
After Neural Network 3 completes its training, it is tested in two different ways.
First method is called the open-loop test and is illustrated in Fig. 5.8. In open-loop
testing, Neural Network 3 is used to predict the followe:r displacement without being
provided the desired follower displacement profile values as inputs. This means that the
network has very little external help. All it has got to go on are the initial state variables'
(at t 0) and all .the subsequent predicted values of input are-motm allgular~---
displacement command and motor speed cOlllIJ:.land (results from Neural Network 1 and
Neural Network 2). Based on' this information and its training, Neural Network 3
attempts to track the complete Rise and Return portions of the desired follower
displacement profile. Output (follower displacement) of Neural Network 3 at the end of
every time step is fed back as the updated input follower displacement for the next time
period as demonstrated in Fig. 5.8.
The second testing technique is called the closed-loop test. The sole difference
from the previous test is that the follower displacement is not updated to the predicted
followe~displacement for beginning of the next time step. Instead, the desired follower
profile values are supplied as inputs. This is shown in Fig. 5.9. Neural Network 3 still
uses the predicted motor angular displacement commands and motor speed commands
as
49
lopen-LooP Testing Phase
Predicted Motor Angular
Displacement command l-
eepredictedCk))
Predicted Motor Angular
_Speed command
.
Cepredicted (k) ) - .
Neural Network 3 Predicted Follower
1---41Displacement CYpredictedCk+ I))
Predicted Follower
Displacement CYpredicteik))1_
Feed back for the next time step
Fig. 5.8 Input-Output Structure During Open-Loop Test of Neural Network 3
Closed Loop Testing Phase
Displacement command
CY·Ck))
Predicted Angular
Displacement command I--
Cepredicted(k))
Predicted Angular Speed Predicted FollowerL-+ Neural Network 3
. Displacement command
command Cepredicted (k) ) r--+ CYpredicted(k+1))
Desired Follower
Fig. 5.9 Input-Output Structure During Closed-Loop Test of Neural Network 3
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inputs for predicting the forward dynamics of the simulation model. Unlike the open-
loop test, at the beginning of every time step correct value of the desired follower,
displacement is taken instead of the value predicted by the neural network. _It. is
expected, therefore, that the results of closed-loop test would be more accurate than
open-loop test results since the errors of prediction from Neural Network 3 are
eliminated when the desired follower displacement values are available as inputs.
5.5 Method for Inverse Dynamics Solution of a Cam-Follower System
This section shows the steps involved in executing the solution to this problem:-
1. A file called "constant. m" is created to define all the constants that are used in the
solution to inverse dynamics of a cam-follower system. They are stored In
"constant. mat".
2. Two functions are created, they are called "model 23.m" and "model 34.m". These
- -
functions are called for getting the states of variables (follower displacement, angular
displacement and speed of cam and motor both) resulting after a fixed time step. The
first function is used to calculate for a cam which has a profile that matches a 2-3
polynomial and the second function is for a cam with a 3-4-5 polynomial. These
functions are called during the invocation of ODE45, all the details of which have
been given in Section 5.4.2.
3. Main program called "rr.m", listed in Appendix B, is us·ed to get all the necessary
data for doing this example. The results of this program are stored in "trl_rs_x. mat,
51
trIJt_x.mat, .. , tr3Js_x.mat and tr3_rty.mat" (where: x ranges between 1 and 3
denoting the speed of the cam; tr1, tr2 and tr3 denote the training sets for Neural
Networks 1, 2 and 3 respectively; 'rs' is for the rise and 'rt' for the return portion).
This program is written for calculating all necessary state variables during the rise
and return of the actual cam.
4. A program called "collect.m" is used to collate all the data collected in the previous
step. The data is stored in "rise_I. mat, return_I. mat, .. , rise_3.mat, and
return_3.mat" where the numbers indicate Neural Networks 1, 2 and 3 for the rise
and return portions separately.
5. Training is done using all the data gathered in files called "nnl_ris.m, nnl_ret.m, .. ,
nn3Jis.m and nn3Jet.m". The results of Neural Networks 1, 2 and 3 for the rise
and return portions separately are saved in "ris_wtl.mat, ret_wtl.mat,
ris wf3.mat and ret wt3.mat".
- -
.. ,
6. Testing is carried out in "test.m ", listed in Appendix B. A different motor speed is
chosen, from. the three speeds used in training the networks, but within the same
range. Data is obtained for cams with 2-3 and 3-4-5 polynomial profiles, both. After
the necessary variables are obtained testing is carried out for Neural Networks 1, 2
and 3. "Open-loop and closed-loop" testing is performed (as explained in Section
5.4.7) for Neural Network 3 only. Actual, ideal and "after-training" follower
displacements are plotted together for comparison. Errors in follower displacement .
are also plotted to illustrate the difference between the "open-loop" and the "closed-
52
loop" results. Plots of the actual and suggested (by the neural networks) cam speeds
shows the learning done·by the network.
53
Chapter 6
Results
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter,Ubesiaes the results of the three applications of neuralIIetworkt::'"""s---tcton----
mechanisms, some relevant observations are presented pertaining to the limitations of
neural networks and techniques developed to improve algorithms like backpropagation.
Some pointers are also provided to established rules of thumbs that guide in selecting the
size of the networks, the amount of training required, the choice of initial weights and
biases, etc.
6.2 Function Approximation with Neural Networks
In 1957 Andrei Kolmogorov, a mathematician, published a theorem that was astounding.
Ironically, it was not as useful to. the field of mathematics as it proved to be to
neurocomputing, especially after some notable improvements were made on the theorem
by G. G. Lorentz [3, 4]. This theorem posits that it is possible to represent arbitrary
continuous functions from the n-dimensional cube [0; 1r to the real numbers R in terms
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of functions on only one variable [2]. Kolmogorov's mapping neural network existence
theorem is stated below.
THEOREM 1 Kolmogorov's Mapping Neural Network, Existence Theorem
Given any continuous function f: [0, lr ~ Rm, f(x) = y, f can be implemented
exactly by a three-layer feedforward neural network having n fanout processing
elements in the first (x - input) layer, (2n+ i) processing elements in the middles
layer, and mprocessing elements in the top (y - output) layer.
"The proof of the theorem is not constructive, ... It is strictly an existence
theorem. It tells us that such a three-layer mapping network must exist, but it doesn't tell
~~~~~~--'lLUSls---.how~-.find it. Unfortunately, there does not appear to be too much hope that a
method for finding the Kolmogorov network will be developed soon. Thus, the value of
this result is its intellectual assurance that continuous vector mappings of a vector
variable on the unit cube (actually, the theorem can be extended to apply to any compact,
i.e., closed and bounded, set) can all be implemented exactly with a three-layer neural
network. .. (this) theorem is a statement that our quest for approximations of functions by
neural networks is, at least in theory, sound [5]."
Kolmogorov's theorem provides some assurance as to neural networks ability to
approximate any function that arises in the real world. The next result, derived
independently in [6]-[8], shows that the backpropagation network itself is able to
implement any function ofpractical interest to any desired degree of accuracy.
THEOREM 2 Given any E > aand any L2 functionf: [a, it ~ Rm, there exists
a three-layer backpropagation neural network that can approximate f to within
E mean-squared-error accuracy.
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This theorem is proved by showing that each of the sine waves in the Fourler
senes approximation of eac~ component function of f can be approximated with
arbitrary accuracy using some hidden layer units and a portion of the approp~iate output
unit's weighted sum. The space L2 includes all continuous functions, all discontinuous
functions that are piecewise continuous on a finite number of subsets of [0,1r. In spite
of this theorem, sometimes it is essential to use more than three layers when
approximation would require an impractically large number of hidden units. Finally, the
second theorem guarantees that a multi-layer network· with the correct weights will
iIll:plement--an-ar~Gtioo-hutiLdoes not guarantee that these weights can be
learned using any existing learning law. That is an unresolved problem.
6.3 Improving Backpropagation Network
Pure Backpropagation, discussed in Chap. 2, is very slow and is not equipped to handle .
most practical problems. There are several ways to improve backpropagation. These
ways have been adopted in the code written in Matlab®. Following subsections will
discuss some ways to improve backpropagation. These have been adapted and/or taken
from [25] directly.
6.3.1 Adaptive Learning Rate
Unlike a linear network which has only one minimum, a nonlinear network may have
several local minima. These minima are different just as the depth of all the valleys in a
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mountain may be different. There is no guarantee that a network achieves a global
minimum, one can only say whether the-network has been trai~ed satisfa.ctorily or not.
This is the reason why an adaptive learning rate is used. Learning rate is reduced when
the Sum Squared Error (SSE) does not reduce too much after each epoch. This is done
in order that a network may not miss a minimum for· a large learning rate value.
Conversely, learning rate is increased when the SSE keeps on reducing. This implies that'
learning is on the right track and that it may be safe to increase the learning rate.
Adaptive learning rate is introduced to reduce the learning time required.
6.3.2 Learning Rate with Momentum
Momentum allows a network to respond not only to the local gradient but also to the
recent trends in the error ~urface. It can be added by making the weight changes equal to
the sum of a fraction of the last weight·change and the· new change suggested by the
backpropagation rule. The magnitude of the effect that a last weight change is allowed to
have is mediated by a momentum constant, me. When the me is 0 a weight change is
based solely on the gradient. When me is 1 the new weight change is set to equal the last
weight change and the gradient is simply ignored. Typically the momentum is set equal
to 0.95. Here is how momentum is expressed mathematically:
L1W = me L1W(i,j) + (i-me) Ir d(i) p(j) (6.1)
where, p is the current inputs, d is the delta, Ir IS the learning .rate,
me is the7nomentum constant and L1Wis the weight change.
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This optimization technique is based on Newton's method and is more powerful than
steepest gradient descent. The only drawback is that it requires more memory. Update
rule is the following:
(6.2)
where, J is the Jacobian~x of derivatives of each error to each weight, J1 is a scalar,
.I is an identity matrix and e is an error vector.
If the scalar J1 is very large, the above expression approximates gradient descent,
while if it is small the above expression becomes the Gauss-Newton method. The Gauss-
Newton method is faster and more accurate near an error minimum,so the aim is to shift
towards the Gauss-Newton method as quickly as possible. Thus, J1 is decreased after
each successful step and increased only when a step increases the error.
\
6.4 Results for Inverse Kinematics of the Two-Link Mechanism
This section explains the result of the application of neural networks to a two-link
mechanism. Intent of the application is to teach inverse kinema,tics to ~. mechanism that
has two links. Figure 3.1 shows the side view of two-link mechanism. There are two
motors connected, o~ for each link. The length of each link is assumed to be the same.
Figure 3.2 shows top view of the mechanism. This view also differentiates between joint
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angles and global angles. In this example, only global angles have been taken into
accoiltit,for practical reasons.
Each position of the end-effector can be reached in exactly two ways for a two-
link mechanism. Section 3.1 mentions how there is no unique answer for finding the
inverse solution. This includes all the points in the grid (entire workspace) being used
for training of the neural networks, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The training set is constituted
of only pne of these two sets of solutions (to avoid multiple solutions), reasons are
provided in Section 5.4.4 in some detail. A set of solutions for the entire grid is shown to
neural networks. A software package called NeuralWorks: Professional version®is used
for training involved. During testing of the network, some points are taken (their (x, y)
coordinates) that delineate the alphabets C and S. Points ofalphabets are on the same
writing surface that the training grid is taken from. These points are in between the grid
points to check how well the neural network can generalize and has been trained.
An improved version of backpropagation has been used in this problem, called
Logicon network. Only one hidden layer of neurons (as explained i!iL..C-hap. 2) is used.
Fifteen neurons are used, two inputs provide the spatial coordinates (x, y) and two
outputs give the global angles (cpl, c(2) required to get the same spatial coordinates by
the end-effector (explained in Section 3.1). Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 present the results of this
application. The solid line shows desired position of the alphabet that is being tested for
and the dashed line shows position of the end-effector obtained after using the trained
neural network to predict the requir~d global angles.
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6.5 Results for the Cam Profile Error Compensation
--_._--_ ..__ ... _-~ ..-
"- -_._-_._-----
This· section presents the results of the application of neural networks toCaiii ·Profile
Error Compensation, which deals with learning of inverse kinematics of a cam. Assume
that a cam has been provided whose profile matches a 2-3 polynomial. Also assume that
the cam follower is desired to trace a 3-4-5 polynomial profile instead. Given the
original cam, can the.desired follower profile be obtained? It can only be achieved if the
given cam is run at~a-varyingspeed.Since this is a kinematic problem .(see Section 5.2.3
for differences between kinematic and dynamic problems) like the two-link mechanism
application of neural networks, only the cam's angular displacement Will be varied in
this neural network application, not the speed of the cam. In other words, the cam will be
commanded to turn more or less than (as the case may be) an "ideal" cam. "Ideal" cam
is a cam that has the desired 3-4-5 profile and thus is turned at a constant speed.
An improved version of backpropagation network is used. All the training and
testing is done on Matlab®. Only a single hidden layer is used (see Chap. 2 for all
details) with fourteen neurons. There is only one input, the cam follower displacement,
Ye; and one output, angular displacement, e, of the cam. Training of the cam entails the
following. Data is collected for three different speeds of the cam provided (with the 2-3
polynomial profile and same cam lift He)' When the data has been collected for the three
different speeds, it is put together and used to train both the neural networks (one for the
Rise portion and the other for the Return portion). When the training has been carried
out satisfactorily, testing begins. Desired follower displacement profile is prov~ded as
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input to see what angular displacements are obtained for the given cam as output.
Training- iscar:ried· out' at-three-- differenr~caIYcspeeQs,Witliiifsome discrete range~
naturally. Testing is done at a different cam speed than these three but within the range
of training cam speeds. This is done to check how well the neural network can
generalize after being trail'led on a discrete range of cam speeds. (All the file names are
provided in Section 4.4 for further reference.)
Figure 6.3 shows displacements of the cam follower: first with the actual 2-3
polynomial cam, second with a desired 3-4-5 polynomial cam, and third one obtained
------_fmm predictions of neural networks. This figure shows results of the predictions of
trained neural networks. The predicted results of cam angular displacements are first
translated into follower displacements (given the actual cam profile): This predicted
follower displacements is, then, compared to follower displacements of the desired cam.
Figure 6.4 shows the same results in a different manner. It is a plot of the variation in
cam speed required to obtain the desired follower profile. In the Rise portion, it predicts
the cam to go slow, speed up and then slow down again. The same is predicted for the
Return portion. It is being compared to an "ideal" cam which has a constant speed.
6.6 Results for the Inverse Dynamics Problem
Results of this application of neural networks: inverse dynamics solution to the cam-
follower system are presented after the training and testing procedure for the neural
networks involved is explained.
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Section 5.4.1 presented the outline of the main program, called "rr.m" (attached in
Appendix B), that simulates the dynamic model. One complete run of this program
covers the Rise and Return portions of the cam-follower, which is equivalent to one full
revolution of the cam. Main program invokes two functions that. incorporate the
,
governing -equations of the simulation model [Section 5.4.2]. Two such functions are
created to simulate variations of the same dynamic. system, whose only difference lies in
the cam profile representation. The first function includes a cam with a 2-3 polynomial
profile, called "modeC23.m" (Appendix B), this is assumed to be the actual cam profile
[Section 5.2.2]. The other function, which includes a 3-4-5 polynomial profile, is called
"modeC34.m" (Appendix B).
.. Figure 5.4 shows the arguments used by the main program to call on either of the
functions. These five arguments: input angular displacement command, B, and input
speed command to motor, B, cam angular displacement, Be' cam speed, Be, and output
follower displacement, Ye' represent the state of the dynamic system at any time
completely. In order to train a network that can generalize well, a good spread of training
data must be available [Section 5.~.3]. With this in mind, the main training program is
executed with three widely separated input motor speeds: [31.42, 50.27 and 69.12 rad/s]
or [5.0, 8.0 and 11.0 rpm].
The file "model_23.m" is used to obtain the training data set. Before the start of
every time step the aforementioned five arguments, which define state of the dynamic
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l1104~1 'Yith the actual (2-3 polynomial) cam, are passed 'to "modeC23.m" and the
- _._-- --- - --------------
results are collected' back in "rr.m". Data obtained for the cam angular displacements
and cam speeds is not pertinent for the purposes of training the neural networks [Section
.5.4.3] and is therefore discarded. Training set variables are plotted (see Fig. 6.5) over the
entire Rise and Re~ cycle to verify intuitively the legitimacy of the output of the
simulation program. In other words, all the variables (and their relevant derivatives) are
plotted against time to see if they make any practical sense. Plotting is done to see if the
values obtained by "rr.m" seem correct. As noted in Section 5.4.4, the training data sets
are collected separately for the Rise and Return portions. The data sets are stored for all
three motor speeds and later collated in "collect.m" (Appendix B) in data files
."rise. mat" and "return. mat". These two files are used for training as shown in the
following subsections.
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6.6.2 Training and Testing of N~ural Network 1
Two networks: "ris wt1.mat" and "ret_wt1.mat" are trained for Neural
Network 1, first for the Rise portion and second for the Return portion respectively
[Section 5.4.4], provided by "nn1Jis.m" and "nn1_ret.m ". Figure 5.5 shows input and
output of thetraining and testing phases of Neural Network 1. "Ris~wtl.:mat" and
"ret_wt1.mat" are trained to learn the relationship between actual follower displacement
and input angular displacement of the motor. Training is carried out until a sum-squared
error (SSE) of Q*10-7 is reached, where Q is the number of training vectors in the set.
Decision of a SSE goal is based on targeting a realistic local minimum, which would be
acceptable for the purposes of this research problem (a global minimum is not
guaranteed in a backpropagation algorithm). Figure 6.6 shows a typical history of SSE
during training of a network. SSE is-plottedagaiiistthenumbeTofepochs:-ffin~ptrchbr-----
the presentation of the entire set of training vectors (presented one at a time or as a
batch) to a network and the calculation of new weights and biases.
Once both "ris_wt1. mat" arid "ret_wt1.mat" complete their training and are
saved as trained networks, the testing phase is initiated. Data for the testing part is
obtained when the main testing program inyokes "model_34.m". The main testing
program, "test.m" (Appendix B), has the same construct as the main training'program
[Sectio!1 5.4.1]. The only· additional requirement for this program is that
it invoke both "model_23.m" and "model_34.m" since both sets of data are needed
c
for comparison of actual, desired and the predicted results. Test data is obtained from
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"mode'-34.m" because it will give the angular displacement of the motor to obtain a
followe~ displacement according to 3-4-5 polynomial function. Neural Network 1 has
(two of them: one for the Rise;'portion and other for the Retuin p~rtion) been trained
according to 2-3 polynomial function, so the trained networks will tell us when to slow
down (the motor) or go faster for achieving the desired follower profile given only the
actual cam.
to •
. After training of the network, testing is Carried out. Figure 5.5 shows both the
. . . . ..
training and testing phases. Desired follower displac~ment is given as input and output
---------'---"of-the-networks is angular displacement- command of motor for the. entire iliseaild
Return motion. Figure 6.7 plots the predicted variable input motor angular displacement
vs. "ideal" motor angular .displacement values as a Junction of time. "Ideal" valu~s'
would be the ones that wilL be obtained if a 3-4-5 polynomial profile cam is used instead
-- of th~ actual cam with a 2-3 polynomial profile? Predicted angular displacement
command angle for the motor are marked with crosses, while the "ideal" values are
marked with zeros, as shown in Fig. 6.7.
6~6.3 Significance of Predicted Angular Displacements.~ Speeds
This is a good point to pause and understand the significance of the results· froin Neural
.. ~
Network 1. This discussion is essential to understand the results of this inverse dynamics
problem and helpful in that it develops a sound idea as",t.Q. the kind of-results that should
" ~ .. -.'"
~-
7 Even if an "ideal" cam is used, .the outPut is nota straight line even though the sain~ profile is de;ired by . .
the cam. Reason for that isthe inotor dynamics and the disturbance torque from the cam:
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be expected. Only with a well-informed foresight can the res~lts of these nej::W()*~ have
some intuitive significance.
This inverse problem requires the actual cam (with a 2-3 polynomial profile) to .
output the desired profile (obtained by a cam with a 3-4-5 polynomial profile) by
changing the input command to DC motor. Observe the differences between the two
profiles, as shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10.·A 2-3 polynomial is not as steep at the mid-
point of lift as a 3-4-5 polynomial. To achieve a 3-4-5 polynomial output profile the·
given set-up with the actual cam needs to start off slow, catch up with the "ideal" motor
speed, go faster and then slow down again to the "ideal" speed. This is exactly what the
results of Neural Network 1 indicate. The predicted ~gular displacement motor
command lags in the first half of the Rise and Return portions and then leads in second
halves of both. This results in the double S-shaped predicted angular displacement motor
. . ,
command curve. It would·be safe to expect the shape of the predicted motor speed curve
. .
to be the derivative of the predicted motor command curve. This turns out to be a double
inverted-U profile, not unlike the results obtained for Neural Network 2, as shown in
Fig.6.8.
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6.6.4 Ir~JI!J~g~~lld_TestingofNeuraLNetwork 2
Two networks are required to be trained for the Rise and Return portions separately, they
are saved as "ris_wt2.mat" and "ret_wt2.mat". The program names are "nn2Jis.m"
and "nn2_ret.m" (Appendix B). Training is carried out with the actual motor angular
displacements and motor speeds, as shown in Fig. 5.6a, to make the network learn the
relationship well. Given the initial and final (over some fixed time period) angular
displacements of the motor, the network should be able to predict the speed of the motor.
The two networks were trained until the SSE value is reduced to Q* 10-9 (Q is the
number of training vectors in the set).
Once Neural Network 2 is trained, the predicted motor angular displacements.
from Neural Network 1 are used to test them, as shoWn in Fig. 5.6b. Test results are
plotted out in Fig. 6.8. As expected from the discussion in Section 6.6.3 the predicted
motor speed (marked· with crosses) delineate a double inverted-U profile
(approximately). This indicates that in order to achieve the desired follower profile,
Neural Network 2 predicts that the actual cam has to start offslower than the "ideaf,g .
constant motor speed, go faster, level out in the middle and then slow down again until
the end of each Rise and Return portion.
8 Comparison ofthe predictedresults of the network is being made to the constant motor angular speed
that would have been used if the actUal cam had the desired 3-4-5 polynomialprofile. At present, this is
just·the speedagainst which the trained networks are being compared.
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6.6.5 Training and Testing of Neural Network 3
Two networks are trained: "nn3_ris.m" and "nn3Jet.m" (Appendix B), "ris_wt3.mat"
and "ret_wt3.mat" are saved as the networks, one each for the respective portions of the
Rise and Return motion. Training of neural network 3 is carried out as shown in Fig. 5.7,
which means it learns to predict the output follower displacement in the next time step
given the three state variables at the present time (motor angular di~placeme~t command,
motor speed command and follower displacement). Training was carried out until the
SSE values dropped belo~ 2~11 (approximately)., Set-up of the two styles of testing:
open-loop and closed-loop, is explained in Section 5.4.7 and illustrated Figs. 5.8-and 5.9.
Results of the two tests are shown in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. The solid bell-shaped
curve depicts a 2-3 polynomial profile. Steeper and narrower bell-shaped curve, marked
with zeros, denotes the desired 3-4-5 polynomial follower output profile. The third
curve, marked with crosses, which closely tracks the desired 3-4-5 polynomial profile
delineates the results of the combined predictions from Rise and Return portions.
Accuracy ofresults of Neural Network 3 is closely related to the accuracy of results of
Neural Network 1 and 2 since their outputs are used as inputs to Neural Network 3.
Quality Of results' from Neural network 3 demonstrates how well the inverse dynamics
problem was solved ~y this approach.
Fig. 6.11 shows a comparison plot of the error in displacement v.alues (predicted
as opposed to desired) for the open-loop vs. the closed-loop test (differences explained
-
in Section 5.4.7) results from neural network 3. It validates the observation made in that
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same section that the results of clQsed-loop test would be closer to the desired follower
output values compared to predictions made from the open-loop test.
6.7 Conclusions
"Unlike mathematics and SCIence, which, respectively, pursue pure beauty and an
understanding of nature, technology pursues the development of useful things. Thus, it is
in its application to real-world problems that the real worth of neurocomputing
technology must be measured. It· is still a new technology. If neurocomputing is to
!
realize its economic potential, it will be necessary to blend neurocomputing techniques
with other existing techniques" [6].
In summary, the study investigated the application of neural networks in the field
" of mechanisms. Specifically, the intent was to see if neural networks can be used as a
viable option to existing methods of ·solution. First application of neural networks was
the solution to an inverse kinematics problem in a two-link mechanism. As shown in
Figs. 6.1 and 6.2" neural network is capable of solving this problem. NeuralWare® was
used to solve this application. Neural networks is a good alternative to existing methods.
It is at 'least worth exploring, if not the best.
Second application of neural networks was providing the cam profile error
compensation. It was again an inverse kinematics problem. It was solved on Matlab®'s
neural networks toolbox. Result of this application is very good as shown in Figs. 6.3
and 6.4. It is definitely a good alternative.
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Third application of neural networks is tougher in the attempted degrees of
difficulty; sense. It is looking for a solution to the inverse dynamics problem. Results are
plotted in Figs. 6.5-6.11. Solving for an inverse dynamics is much more difficult than an
inverse kinematics problem, as discussed in Section 1.3. It is a good alternative to this .
kind of a problem. Neural networks are not guaranteed to reach a global minimum, as
noted in Section 6.3.1. They have some handicaps, as mentioned in Section 5.4.4, but
they are definitely an option worth looking into. '....
In what other applications can neural networks be used? Some other applications
are Sensor Pro?essing (character recognition and noise removal from time-series
signals), Control (vision-based broomstick balancer and automobile autopilot), Data
Analysis (loan application scoring, NETtaik and the instant physician) and Ergonomics·
(being used at Chrysler Motors t9 get the optimum position of the driver's seat, driving
...
wheel etc. for more comfort). Relationship between input and output does not have to be
a formula, because as long as subjective tastes can be quantified or ranked neural
network~ ~e definitely an option. Meanin:g, the relationship does not have to beexp~icit
or even clear for neural networks to find a relationship.
.80
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function dx = model 23(t, x)
globaT d~-=rr':"2':"crMflliifkoKpl(ol(nDili JcNgkfSp Hc betal"
global betal betal_sq betal_cu beta2 beta_12 betaljo betaljv
global timestep b~ta~123 cot
yc = x(3);
theta = x(4);
theta dot = x(5);
yc_l = x(6);
yc_2 = x(7);
%t
if (x(l) < beta!)
yc = Hc*(3*(x(1)"'2/betal_sq) - 2*(x(l)",3lbetal_cu));
yc_l = Hc*(6*(x(l)/betal_sq) - 6*(x(l)"'2lbetal_cu));
yc_2 = Hc*(6*(llbetal_sq) - 12*(x(1)/betal_cu));
-----~-------vlyc::;-_33--=1'lHc*t:t21betal_cu);
A22 = JmINgl\2 + Ie + Mf*yc_1;
B_star = (kmINg)*(Kd*theta_dot + Kp*(theta - x(l)/Ng) - ...
(kb+Kd)*x(2)INg);
dX_l =x(2);
dx_2 = (l/A22)*(B_star - (kf*yc + Sp)*yc_l + Mf*yc_l *yc_2*x(2)"'2);
dx_3 = yc_l *x(2);
dx_4 = theta_dot;
dx_5 = 0;
dx_6 = yc_2*x(2);
dx_7 = yc_3*x(2);
elseif (x(l) > betal) & (x(l) < beta_12)
dX_l = x(2);
dx_2 = 0;
dx_3 = 0;
dx_4 = theta_dot;
dx_5 = 0;
dx_6 = 0;
dx_7 = 0;
elseif (x(l) > beta_12) & (x(l) < beta_l23) % & (cnt < 5).
tmp = x(l) - beta_12; ,
yc= Hc*(3*(tmpI\2/betal_sq) - 2*(tmpI\3lbetal_cu));
yc_l = Hc*(6*(tmp/betal_sq) - 6*(tmpI\2lbetal_cu));
yc_2 = Hc*(6*(llbetal_sq) - 12*(tmp/betal_cu));
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A22 = JmfNgl\2 + Jc + Mf*yc_l;
B~}tar =-(kmINg)*(Ka*t11etajlofrKp"'(iheta-:-trnpfNg) - ...
(kb+Kd)*x(2)fNg);
dx_I = x(2);
dx_2 = (lIA22)*(B_star - (kf*yc + Sp)*yc_1 + Mf*yc_1 *yc_2*x(2)A2);
dx_3 = -yc_l *x(2);
dx_4 = theta_dot;
dx 5 = O· .
- ,
dx_6 = -yc_2*x(2);
dx_7 = -yc_3*x(2);
elseif(x(l) > beta_123)
dx_1 = x(2);
_________-,--J.d~T;~---------------~--------------
dx_3 = 0;
dx_4 = theta_dot;
dx_5 = 0;
dx_6 = 0;
dx_7 = 0;
dx = [dx I, dx 2, dx 3, dx 4, dx 5, dx 6, dx 7];
- - - - - - -
end
% ===========================================--================
% FILE: model 34.m: 9:58PM 4/9/96
% MODEL_34 simulates the differential equation system for the
% 3-4-5 polynomial generating cam set up.
%
% MODEL_34(T,X)
% T - time.
% X - Current state of the whole system
% DX - returns the derivatives of the system's next state
%
% The state vector X has five values:
% X(l) - th_cam : angular displacement of the cam
% X(2) - th_dot_cam : angular velocity of the cam
% X(3) - yc : displacement of the follower
% X(4) - theta_motor: angular displacement of the motor
% X(5) - theta_dot_motor: angular velocity of the motor
% X(6) -yc_1
% X(7) - yc_2
% ============================================================
function dx == model_34(t, x)
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global d_2J r_2_d MfRm kb Kp Kd kIn Jm Jc Ng kf Sp Hc betal
global betal betal_sq betal_cu beta2 beta_I2 betaIjo betaIjv
global timestep beta_123 cnt
yc= x(3);
theta = x(4);
theta_dot = x(5);
yc_I = x(6);
yc_2 = x(7);
%t
if (x(l) < betaI)
yc = Hc*(lO*(x(lY'3IbetaI_cu) - ."
I5*(x(ly'4IbetaIJo) + 6*(x(l)"'5IbetaIJv));
yc_I = Hc*(30*(x(l)1\2IbetaI_cu) - ....
60* (x(1)"'3Ibetal fo) + 30*(x(l)"'4Ibetal fv));
- -
yc_2 = Hc*(60*(x(l)lbetaI_cu) - ...
180*(x(l)1\2IbetaI fo) + I20*(x(l)A3Ibetal fv));
yc_3 = Hc*(60IbetaI_cu - 360*(x(l)lbetaljo) + 360*(x(l)"'2Ibetal_fv));
A22 = JrnlNgl\2 + Jc + Mf*yc_I;
. B_star = (kmlNg)*(Kd*theta_dot + Kp*(theta - x(I)/Ng) - ...
(kb+Kd)*x(2)/Ng);
dx 1 = x(2);
dx_2 = (I1A22)*(B_star - (kf*yc + Sp)*yc_I + Mf*yc_I *yc_2*x(2)A2);
dx_3 =yc_I*x(2);
dx_4 = theta_dot;
dx_5 = 0;
dx_6 = yc_2*x(2);
dx_7 = yc_3*x(2);
elseif(x(l) > betaI) & (x(I) < beta_I2)
dx_I = x(2);
dx_2 = 0;
dx_3 = 0;
dx_4 = theta_dot;
dx 5 =0'
. - ,
dx_6 = 0;
dx_7 = 0;
elseif(x(l) > beta_I 2) & (x(l) < beta_I 23) % & (cnt < 5)
tmp = x(l) - beta_12;
yc = Hc*(IO*(tmpI\3IbetaI_cu) - ...
15*(tmpl\4lbetaIjo) + 6*(tmpI\5IbetaI_fv));
yc_I = Hc*(30*(tmpI\2/betaI_cu) - ...
'. 99
60*(tmp/\3/betaIjo) + 30*(tmp/\4/betal jv));
yc_2 = Hc*(60*(tmp/betal_cu) - ...
- -.J80!(tmp~2Ibetal::fo)+-1-20*(tmp"'3/betal.:Jv)};--
yc_3 = Hc*(60/betaI_cu - 360*(tmp/betaljo) + 360*(tmp/\2/betaIjv));
A22 = Jm/Ng/\2 + Jc + Mf*yc_I;
B_star = (km/Ng)*(Kd*theta_dot + Kp*(theta - tmp/Ng) - ...
(kb+Kd)*x(2)/Ng);
dx_I = x(2); .
dx_2 = (l/A22)*(B_star - (kf*yc + Sp)*yc_I + Mf*yc_I *yc_2*x(2)A2);
dx_3 =-yc_I*x(2);
dx_4 = theta_dot;
dx_5 = 0;
dx_6 = -yc_2*x(2);
dx_7 = -yc_3*x(2);
elseif(x(l) > beta_I23)
dx_I = x(2);
dx_2 =0;
dx_3 = 0;
dx_4 = theta_dot;
dx_5 = 0;
dx_6 = Q;
dx_7 = 0;
dx = [dx_I, dx_2, dx_3, dx_4, dx_5, dx_6, dx_7];
end
% ============================================================
% FILE: IT.m: 1:07PM 4/13/96
% Cont'd on from (in order): constants.m, model_23.m, model_34.m
% This is the program that simulates the set-up for the inverse
% dymimics problem (third part of the thesis). This invokes the
% model functions and provides us with the training sets.
0/0 ============================================================
clear all
% Scaled fixed point format with 15 digits.
format long;
% Load all the constants that are provided globally to other files.
% These are stored in Constants.mat
load constant
cnt = 0;
global d_2_r r_2_d MfRm kb Kp Kd km Jm Jc Ng kf Sp Hc betal cnt
global betalbetal_sq betaI_cu beta2 beta_I2 beta_I23 betaljo betaIjv
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% . =============================
--_ .... _----------
%--, -OBTAININGTHEINftfAL STATES:
0/0 =============================
% Initial angular displacements and velocities for the cam:
th_c_O = [0]*d_2J;
th_dot_c_O = [0]*d_2J;
th_c_state = combvec(th_c_O, th_dot_c_O);
% Initial angular displacements and velocities for the motor:
th_m_O = [0]*d_2J;
th_dot_m_O = [0.5:0.3:1.1]*(pi/2*10)/0.25;
th_m_state = combvec(th_m_O, th_dot_m_O);
% Initial follower displacements are as follows:
yc_O = 0;
%
o
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
==========================================================
ectors for these training vectors is obtained
for one time step by solving the DEQ system of the MODEL_
using ODE45.
The state vector X has five values:
X(1) - th_cam : angular displacement of the cam
X(2) - th_dot_cam : angular velocity of the cam
X(3) - yc : displacement of the follower
X(4) - theta_motor: angular displacement of the motor
X(5) - theta_dot_motor: angular velocity of the motor
=================================--========================
to = 0.0;
timestep = 0.0015;
tol = l.e-6; % Accuracy
trace = 1;
timestep = timestep*(1+eps);
n_until = 90;
% »»»»»»This is what you change [1 : 3]««««««
Lsp = 3 % selection of the input speed
var_5 = th_dot_m_O(1Lsp);
var_3 = yc_O;
var_6 = 0;
var 7 = 0'
- ,
init_state = [0 °var_3 °var_5 var_6 var_7];
stored time(1,I) = to;
stored_states(I,:) = init_state;
i=l; iJise = 1; iJeturn = 1;
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while (i < n_until) & (stored_states(i,l) < beta_123)
-if(stored~sfates(i~l)<betal)- ------ -----.---
[ode_time, ode_state] = ode45('model_23', to, timestep, ...
[init_state]', to1,trace);
init_state = [ode_state(length(ode_state),:)];
% local update for rise only:
timeJise(iJise+1,1) = stored_time(i,l) + timestep;
states_rise(iJise+1,:) = init~tate;
iJise = iJise + 1;
nJise = iJise;
% global update:
stored_time(i+1,1) = stored_time(i, 1) + timestep;
stored_states(i+1,:) = init_state;
i = i+1;
n till=i
else
[ode_time, ode_state] = ode45('model_23', to, timestep, ...
------~~~='-=---=--=-=-:=-..:::-=----=----------==--.--- ---'-----'-----fiffit~atep;tOl;'ifacp-le)F·;_=--:.:.c' ~=~~--~~
init_state = [ode_state(length(ode_state),:)];
% local update for return only:
timeJeturn(iJetum,l) = stored_time(i,l) + timestep;
statesJetum(iJetum,:) = init_state;
nJetum = iJetum;
iJetum = iJetum + 1;
% global update: ~ )
stored_time(i+1,1) = store<ttime(i,l) + timestep;
stored_states(i+1,:) = init_state;
i = i+ 1;
n till=i
end
end
% For RISE part:
th_c_rise = statesJise(:,l);
th_dot_cJise = statesJise(:,2);
YCJise = statesJise(:,3);
th_mJise = statesJise(:,4);
th_dot_mJise = statesJise(:,5);
% For RETURN part:
th c return = states_retum(:, 1);
th=d~t_cJeturn = statesJeturn(:,2);
YCJetum = statesJetum(:,~);
th_mJetum = statesJetum(:,4);
th_dot_mJetum = statesJeturn(:,5);
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~
- --tn3= stored=-st'ates(:,l);--
th_dot_c == stored)tates(:,2);
yc == stored_states(:,3);
th_m = stored_states(:,4);
th_dot_m == stored_states(:,5);
yc_l = store.d_states(:,6);
yc_2 = stored_states(:,7);
th_c_d = stored_states(:,1)*r_2_d;
th_dot_c_d = sto~ed_states(:,2)*r_2_d;
th_m_d = stored_states(:,4)*r_2_d;
th_dot_m_d = stored_states(:,5)*r_2_d;
for i = 1 : (nJise-1)
Pm_1Jise(i,:) = [ycJise(i,l)];
Tm_1_rise(i,:) = [th_mJise(i,l)];
% Getting the training set for the NN2:
Pm 2 rise(i,:) = [tb ill rise(i,l)tlyn=rise(-i±.l,l-}]I.:-;------------------
- - -Tri()JiseU~)== [UU:loCiii_rise(i~l )J;-
% Getting the training set for the NN3:
Pm_3Jise(i,:) = [ycJise(i, 1) th_mJise(i, 1) th_dot_mJise(i, 1)];
Tm_3Jise(i,:) = [ycJise(i+1,1)];
end
for i = 1 : (nJeturn-1)
Pm_1Jeturn(i,:) = [ycJeturn(i,l)];
Tm_1Jeturn(i,:) = [th_mJeturn(i,l)];
% Getting the training set for the NN2:
Pm_2_return(i,:) = [th_mJeturn(i,l) th_mJeturn(i+1,1)];
Tm_2Jeturn(i,:) = [th_dot_mJeturn(i,l)];
% Getting the training set for the NN3:
Pm_3Jeturn(i,:) = [ycJeturn(i, 1) th_mJeturn(i, 1) th_dot_mJeturn(i, 1)];
Tm_3Jeturn(i,:) = [ycJeturn(i+1,1)];
end
clf
subplot(2,3,1), plot(stored_time, th_m_d, 'yo', ...
stored_time, th_m_d, 'y-')
xlabel('time (seconds)')
ylabe1('theta (deg)')
%axis([O tfinal 0 1000])
subplot(2,3,2), plot(stored_time, th_c_d, 'y-', ...
stored_time, th_c_d, 'y-')
xlabel('time (seconds)')
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ylabel('th_cam (deg)')
%axis([O tfinal 0400])
subplot(2,3,3), plot(stored_time, th_dot_c_d, 'y-', ...
stored_time, th_dot_c_d, 'y-')
xlabel('time (seconds)')
ylabel('th_dot_cam (deg/sec)')
%axis([O tfinal 0 400])
subplot(2,3,4), plot(stored_time, yc, 'y-', ...
stored_time, yc, 'y-')
xlabel('time (seconds)')
ylabel('yc (m)')
%axis([O tfinal 0 0.01])
subplot(2,3,5), plot(stored_time, yc_1, 'y-', ...
stored_time, yc_1, 'y-')
xlabel('time (seconds)')
ylabel('yc_1 (m/rad)')
------~%axisft61finat-6iT.Or+l]A-)----------------------------
subplot(2,3,6), plot(stored_time, yc_2, 'y-', .. ,
stored_time, yc_2, 'y-')
xlabel('time (seconds)')
ylabel('yc_2 (m/radI\2)')
%axis([O tfinal 0 0.01])
Tm1Jise.:-3 = Tm_1Jise; TmIJeturn...:.3 = Tm_IJeturn;
PmIJise_3 =Pm_I_rise; Pm1_return_3 =Pm_IJeturn;
Tm2Jise_3 =~Tll1_? rise; Tm2 return 3 = Tm 2 return;__------------------
Pm2Jise_3 = Pm_2Jise; Pm2Jeturn_3 = Pm_2Jeturn;
Tm3_rise_3 = Tm~3Jise; Tm3Jeturn_3 = Tm_3Jeturn;
Prn3Jise_3 = Pm_3Jise; Pm3Jeturn_3 = Pm_3Jeturn;
% save tr1 rs 3.mat Tm1 rise 3 Pm1 rise 3
-- - - --
% save tr2 rs 3:mat Tm2 rise 3 Pm2 rise 3
-- - - --
% save tr3 rs 3.mat Tm3 rise 3 Pm3 rise 3
-- - - --
% save trIJt_3.mat Tm1_retum_3 PmIJeturn_3
% save tr2Jt_3.mat Tm2Jetum_3 Pm2Jeturn_3
% save tr3Jt_3 .mat Tm3Jetum_3 Pm3Jeturn_3
% ============================================================
% FILE: COLLECT.M: 7:53PM 4/28/96
% Continued on from RR.M
% This is the program that will combine all the smaller
% training sets into one data set file for training the network
% ===============--=======--====================================
clear all
% Scaled fixed point format with 15 digits
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format'long;
%-U>au-allthecomponent-trainingsetsJorlh.e_NN 1~
load trlJs_l; load trlJt_l;
load trlJs_2; load trlJt_2;
load trlJs_3; load trlJt_3;
% Load all the component training sets for the NN 2:
load tr2Js_l; load tr2Jt_l;
load tr2JS_2; load tr2Jt_2;
load tr2Js_3; load tr2Jt_3;
% Load all the component training sets for the NN 3:
load tr3Js_I; load tr3Jt_I;
load tr3_rs_2; load tr3_rt_2;
load tr3Js_3; load tr3_rt_3;
% Now combine them into one training and target set
% Aggregate training set for the NN 1Jise:
% Pm_l = [yc]; Tm_l(i,:) = [th_c];
Pm_I_rise = [PmlJise_l' PmlJise_2' Pml_rise_3']';
Tm_lJise = [Tml_rise_l' TmlJise_2' TmlJise_3,],;
% Aggregate training set for the NN 1Jeturn:
% Pm_l = [yc]; Tm_l(i,:) = [th_c];
Pm 1 return = [Pml return I' Pml return 2' Pml return 3']';
-- - - - - - -
Tm_lJeturn = [TmlJeturn_l' TmlJeturn_2' TmIJeturn_3,],;
---------':%-A-ggregale llaining serroflneNf1INr:2r_rnissee::------------------------
% Pm_2(i) = [th_c(i) th_c(i+1)]; Tm_2(i,:) = [th_dot_c(i)];
Pm_2Jise = [Pm2Jise_l' Pm2Jise_2' Pm2_rise_3']';
Tm_2Jise = [Tm2_rise_l' Tm2Jise_2' Tm2Jise_3,],;
% Aggregate training set for the NN 2Jeturn:
% Pm_2(i) = [th_c(i) th_c(i+1)]; Tm_2(i,:) = [th_dot_c(i)];
Pm_2Jeturn = [Pm2Jeturn_l' Pm2Jeturn_2' Pm2Jeturn_3,],;
Tm_2Jeturn = [Tm2Jeturn_l' Tm2Jeturn_2' Tm2Jeturn_3,],;
% Aggregate training set for the NN 3Jise:
% Pm_3(i) =[yc(i) th_c(i) th_dot_c(i)]; Tm_3(i) = [yc(i+l)];
Pm_3Jise = [Pm3Jise_1' Pm3Jise_2' Pm3Jise_3']';
Tm_3Jise = [Tm3Jise_l' Tm3Jise_2' Tm3Jise_3,],;
% Aggregate training set for the NN 3Jeturn:
% Pm_3(i) = [yc(i) th_c(i) th_dot_c(i)]; Tm_3(i) = [yc(i+1)];
. Pm_3Jeturn = [Pm3Jeturn_l' Pm3Jeturn_2' Pm3Jeturn_3,],;
Tm_3_return = [Tm3Jeturn_l' Tm3Jeturn_2' Tm3_return_3']';
% All the sets for the two members ofNN 1 x:
save rise_l.mat Pm_1Jise Tm_1Jise
save return_I.mat Pm_1 Jeturn Tm_1Jeturn
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% All the sets for the two members ofNN 2 x:
save rise 2.mat Pm 2 rise Tm 2 rise
save retu~ 2:;;atP~=2--refuniTfrC2-return
- - --
% All the sets for the two members ofNN 3 x:
save rise 3.mat Pm 3 rise Tm 3 rise
- - - --
save return 3.mat Pm 3 return Tm 3 return
% ============================================================
% FILE: NNl_RET.m: 10:48PM 4/28/96
% Continued on from COLLECT.M;
% Training ofNNIJeturn;
% Load down the data set that contains the training set 'and the
% target set vectors for NN 1: "return_1.mat"
% ============================================================
clear all
clf
% Set to double floating point precision:
format long
% Load the Training and the Target vectors saved up from TRAIN.M
load return 1
Q -length(Pm_lJetUrn)r"----- ~-- _
% This is what the Training andthe Target vectors contain for NN 1:
% Pm_lJeturn(i,:) = [ycJeturn(k)];
% Tm_lJeturn(i,:) = [th_mJeturn(k)];
SI = 14;
[mWl, mbl, mW2, mb2] = initff(Pm_lJeturn, SI, 'logsig', Tm_lJeturn, 'purelin');
% Frequency of progress displays (in epochs).
% Maximum number of epochs to train.
% Sum-squared error goal.
df= 1;
me = 2000;
eg = (0.001 f\2)*Q*0.1;
tp = [dfme eg];
[mWl,mbI,mW2,mb2,ep,tr] = trainlm(mWl,mbl,'logsig',mW2,mb2,'purelin', ...
Pm_I_return,Tm_1Jeturn,tp);
save ret_wtl.mat mWl mbl mW2 mb2 ep tr tp %timestep
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%
%
%
%
%
%
clear all
clf
============================================================
FILE: NN2 RIS.M: 10:21PM 1/17/96
Continued on from COLLECT.M;
Load down-tlieoataserthafconfainnlfetrniningsef"<illd- the
target set vectors for NN 2: "rise_2.mat"
============================================================
% Set to double floating point precision:
format long
% Load the Training and the Target vectors saved up from TRAIN.M
load rise 2
Pin 2 = Pm 2" Tm 2 = Tm 2"
- -' - - ,
Q = length(Pm_2);
% This is what the Training and the Target vectors contaiUfor NN 2:
% Pm_2(k,:) = [th_c(k) th_c(k+1)];
% Tm_2(k,:) = [th_dot_c(k)];
SI = 14;
[mWl, mbl, mW2, mb2] = initff(Pm_2, Sl, 'logsig', Tm_2, 'purelin');
df= 1; % Frequency of progress displays (in epochs).
me = 2000; % Maximum number of epochs to train.
eg = (0.0011\2)*Q*0.001; % Sum-squared error goal.
tp = [dfme eg]-;-; ---------------~--~
,
[mWI ,mbI,mW2,mb2,ep,tr] = trainlm(mWI ,mb1,'logsig',mW2,mb2,'purelin',Pm_2,Tm_2,tp);
save ris_wt2.mat mWI mb 1 mW2 mb2 ep tr tp %timestep
% ===============================--============================
% FILE: NN2 ret.m: 8:44PM 5/1/96
% Continued on from COLLECT.M;
% Training ofNN2_retum;
% Load down the data set that contains the training set and the
% target set vectors forNN 2: "retum_2.mat"
0/0 ======================----====================================
clear all
clf
% Set to double floating point precision:
format long
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% Frequency of progress displays (in epochs).
% Maximum number of epochs to train.
% Sum-squared error goal.
% Load the Training and the Target vectors saved up from TRAIN.M
··-load return-2
% This is what the Training and the Target vectors contain for NN 2:
% Pm_2(k,:) = [th_c(k) th_c(k+1)];
% Tm_2(k,:) = [th_dot_c(k)];
SI = 16;
[mWl, mbl, mW2, mb2] = initff(Pm_2Jeturn, SI, 'logsig', ...
Tm_2Jetum, 'purelin');
df= 1;
- me =2000;
eg = (0.0011\4)*Q*0.1;
~-~------'tp-=idfme-egi~; ------------- _
[mWl,mbl,mW2,mb2, ep, tr] = trainlm(mWl,mbl,'logsig',mW2,mb2, ...
'purelin', Pm_2_return,Tm_2Jetum,tp);
save ret_wt2.mat mWI mb1mW2 mb2 ep tr tp %timestep
% ======--=====================================================
% FILE: NN3 RIS.M: 10:23PM 1/17/96
% Continued on from COLLECT.M;
% Load down the data set that contains the training set and the
-._- ---- -·---------%----target set vectors fOfNl'.l 31::"i"rruisiee-:_33..rrmliiatt""---=----------......:.....---------
0/0 ============================================================
clear all
clf
% Set to double floating point precision:
format long
% Load the Training and the Target vectors saved up from TRAIN.M
load rise 3
Pm 3 = Pm 3" Tm 3 = Tm 3"
- -' - - ,
Q= length(Pm_3);
% This is what the Training and the Target vectors contain for NN 2:
% Pm_3(k,:) = [yc(k) th_c(k) th_dot_c(k)];
% Tm_3(k,:) = [yc(k+l)];
SI = 14;
[mWl, mbl, mW2, mb2] = initff(Pm_3, SI, 'logsig', Tm_3, 'purelin');
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df= 1; % Frequency of progress displays (in epochs).
me = 2000; % Maximum number of epochs to train.
eg-= (0.00V'3)!.Q!0.02;%_Sum=squarederror-goaL------- ....._. -- -
tp = [dfme eg];
[mWl,mbl,mW2,mb2,ep,tr] = trainlm(mWl,mbl,'logsig',mW2,mb2,'purelin',Pm_3,Tm_3,tp);
save ris_wt3 .mat mWI mb1 mW2 mb2 ep tr tp %timestep
% ====================================--========--==============
% FILE: NN3 ret.m: 8:20PM 4/29/96
% Continued on from COLLECT.M;
% Training ofNN3Jetum;
% Load down the data set that contains the training set and the
% target set vectors for NN 3: "return_3 .mat"
% ===================--========================================
_______--"'-clll<.ear all
elf
% Set to double floating point precision:
format long
% Load the Training and the Target vectors saved up from TRAIN.M
load return 3
Q = length(Pm_3Jetum);
% This is what the Training and the Target vectors contain for NN 3:
% Pm_3(k,:) = [yc(k) th_c(k) th_dot_c(k)];
% Tm_3(k,:) = [yc(k+l)];
SI = 17;
[mWl, mbl, mW2, mb2] = initff(Pm_3Jetum, SI, 'logsig', ...
Tm_3Jetum, 'purelin');
df= 1; % Frequency of progress displays (in epochs).
me = 2000; % Maximum number of epochs to train.
eg = (0.001 /\3)*Q*0.00 1; % Sum-squared error goal.
tp = [dfme eg];
[mWl,mbl,mW2,mb2,ep,tr] = trainlm(mWl,mbl"~2,mb2, ...
'purelin', Pm_3Jetum,Tm_3Jetum,tp);
save ret_wt3 .mat mWI mb1 mW2 mb2 ep tr tp %timestep
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% ============================================================
-% .,FILE:.test.m:.9:33EM-5/8/96- -- --- -----
% Cont'd on from: nnlJise.m, nnlJeturn.m, nn2Jise.m, ...
% This is the program that tests the three networks trained
% in the programs mentioned above. The results of the Open
% and Closed loop tests are plotted along with all the
% rest of the relevant results.
% ============================================================
clear all
% Scaled fixed point format with 15 digits.
format long;
% Load all the constants that are provided globally to other files.
% These are stored in constant.mat
load constant
global d_2J r_2_d MfRm kb Kp Kd km Jm Jc Ng kfSp Hc betal
global betal betal_sq betal_cu beta2 beta_12 beta_123 betalJo betalJv
% Useful conversion constants (Deg to Rad) and (Rad to Deg):
d_2_r = pi/180;
r_2_d = l80/pi;
% Rise Angle (rad)
betal = 90*d 2 r'
- -'
betal_sq = beta1"2;
betal_cu = betall\3;
betal fo betall\4;
betalJv - betaF'5;
% Cam Lift (m)
Hc=O.Ol;
% Initial angular displacements and velocities for the cam:
th_c_O = [0]*d_2J;
th dot c °= [O]*d 2 r;
- - - --
th_c_state = combvec(th_c_O, th_dot_c_O);
% Initial angular displacements and velocities for the motor:
th_m_O = [0]*d_2J;
th dot m 0= [0.9]*(pi/2* 10)/0.25;
- --
th_m_state = combvec(th_m_O, th_dot_m_O);
n_until = 100;
% Initial follower displacements are as follows:
yc_O = 0;
0/0 ===================--==================~========--=========
% The target vectors for these training vectors is obtained
% for one time step by solving the DEQ system of the MODEL_23.M
% using ODE45.
% The state vector X has five values:
% X(l) - th_cam : angular displacement of the cam
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% X(2) - th_dot_cam : angular velocity of the cam
% X(3) - yc : displacement of the follower
% X(4}..theta=.motor: angul~isp1acementonlie-inotor
% X(5) - theta_dot_motor: ~gular velocity of the motor
0/0 ==========================================================
to =0.0;
timestep = 0.0015;
tol = l.e-6; % Accuracy
trace = 1;
timestep = timestep*(1+eps);
var_5 = th_dot_m_O;
vaI_3 = yc_O;
init_state_23 = [0 0 var_3 0 var_5 00];
init_state_34 = [0 0 var_3 0 var_5 0 0];
stored_time(I,I) = to;
stored_time_23(1,I) =to;
stored time 34(1,1) = to;
stored_states 23(1,:) = init state 23;
-------"sf""0=recCsfafes_34(I,:) - mlf_state_34;
statesJise_23(1,:) = init_state_23;
statesJise_34(1,:) = init_state_34;
i 23=l' i rise 23 = l' i return 23 = 1.
- '- - '- - ,
while (i_23 < n_until) & (stored_states_23(i_23,1) < beta_I23)
if (stored_states_23(i_23, 1) < betal)
_____________ILod~time,-Ode::state-]-=-ode4S(.!model~-3~tO,timestep,,,.~.. ---_,___- _
[init_state_23]', to1, trace);
init_state_23 = [ode_state(length(ode_state),:)];
% local update for rise only:
timeJise_23(iJise_23+1,1) = stored_time_23(i_23, 1) + timestep;
statesJise_23(iJise_23+1,:) = init_state_23 ;
iJise_23 = iJise_23 + 1;
nJise_23 = iJise_23;
% global update:
stored_time~3(i_23+l,I) = stored_time_23(i_23,1) + timestep;
stored_states_23(i_23+1,:) = init_state_23;
i_23 = i_23+1;
n till 23 = i 23 "
else
[ode_time, ode_state] = ode45('model_23', to, timestep, '"
[init_state_23]', to1, trace);
init_state_23 = [ode_state(length(ode_state),:)];
% local update for return only: -
timeJeturn_23 (iJeturn_23,1) = stored_time_23 (i_23,1) + timestep;
III
statesJetum_23(iJetum_23,:) = init_state_23;
nJetum_23 = iJeturn_23;
i::.fetUrn-=23 = iJe1iirn-,::ZT+ T; - .
% global update:
stored_time_23(i_23+1,1) = stored_time_23(i_23, I) + timestep;
stored_states_23(i_23+ I,:) = init.:...state_23;
i_23 = i_23+1;
n till 23 = i 23
end
end
i 34=I' i rise 34 = I' i return 34 = 1.
- '- - '- - ,
while (i_34 < n_until) & (stored_states_34(i_34,1) < beta_123)
if (stored_states_34(i_34, I) < betal)
[ode_time, ode_state] = ode45('model_34', to, timestep, ....
[init_state_34]', tol, trace);
init_state_34 = [ode_state(length(ode_state),:)];
% local update for rise only:
timeJise_34(iJise_34+1,1) = stored_time_34(i_34?1) + timestep;
states rise 34(i rise 34+1,:) = init state 34;
- - - - --
iJise_34 = iJise_34 + I;
nJise_34 = iJise_34;
% global update:
stored_time_34(i_34+1,1) = stored_time_34(i_34,1) + timestep;
stored_states_34(i_34+1,:) = init_state_34;
i_34 = i_34+I;
ntill34= i34---- ------
else
[ode)iine, ode_state] = ode45('model_34', to, timestep, ...
[init_state_34]', to1, trace);
init_state_34 = [ode_state(length(ode_state),:)];
% local update for return only:
timeJetum_34(iJeturn_34,1) = stored_time_34(i_34,1) +timestep;
statesJetum_34(iJeturn_34,:) = init_state_34;
nJetum_34 = iJetum_34;
iJeturn_34 = iJeturn_34 + I;
% global update:
stored_time_34(i_34+1,1) = ~tored_time_34(t34,1) + timestep;
stored_states_34(i_34+1,:) = init_state_34;
i_34 = i_34+1;
n till 34 = i 34
end
end
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th_dot_CJise_23 = statesJise_23(:,2);
YCJise_23 = statesJise_23(:,3);
. tli_rnjise]3 = statesJise~3(:;4);--­
th_dot_rnJise_23 = statesJise_23(:,5);
th crise 34 = states rise 34(:,1);
- - - --
th_dot_cJise_34 = statesJise_34(:,2);
YCJise_34 = statesJise_34(:,3);
th rn rise 34 = states rise 34(:,4);
- - - --
th_dot_rnJise_34 = statesJise_34(:,5);
th_cJeturn_23 = statesJeturn_23(:,1);
th dot C return 23 = states return 23(:,2);
- -- - --
YCJeturn_23 = statesJeturn_23(:,3);
th rn return 23 = staies return 23(:,4);
- _.- --
th_dot_rnJeturn_23 = statesJeturn_23(:,5);
th_cJeturn_34 = statesJeturn_34(:,1);
th_dot_cJeturn_34 = statesJeturn_34(:,2);
YC_IetuIIl_34 states_IetuIIl_34{~7;--------------------------­
th_rnJeturn_34 = statesJeturn_34(:,4);
th_dot_rnJeturn_34 = statesJeturn_34(:,5);
% Now that we have the displacernents that we need to test if for
% We bring in the NNl (Input: yc_desired; Output: th-predicted)
% We start by loading the weights for NNl: rise portion
% load rise wtl
load ris wtl
--------'%f'eedf{)rwar.d the test vectors in NNl:
for i = 1:length(ycJise_34)
th-PJise(i,l)"'; sirnuff([ycJise_34(i,1)], rnWl, rnbl, 'logsig', ...
rnW2, rnb2, 'purelin');
end
clear rnWl rnbl rnW2 rnb2
% Now load the weights for NN 1: return portion
load ret wtl
% Feedforward the test vectors in NNl:
for i = l:length(ycJetum_34)
th-PJeturn(i,l) = simuff([ycJeturn_34(i,l)], rnWl, rnbl, 'logsig', ...
rnW2, rnb2, 'purelin');
end
% Cornbine the tw9 portions to give continuity in plotting:
th-p = [th-PJise' th-PJeturn']';
th_rn_34 = [th_rnJise_34' th_rnJeturn_34,],;
% Plot the results of the test for NN 1:
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plot(stored_time_34, th_m_34,'ro',stored_time_34,th-p,'rx')
hold on
plot(stored_time_34, th_m_34,'r-',stored_time_34,th-p,'r-')
xlabel('time(seconds)T --- -- .
ylabel('theta_mot6r(0) vs. theta-predicted(x) (rad)')
%title('Test Results for NNl: variable motor angular displacements')
%print
pause'
clf
% Now let's go on to the testing of the NN2: Rise Portion
% Clear all the old network weights
clear mWI mb1 mW2 mb2
% Read in the weights saved up for NN2: Rise Portion:
% load rise wt2
load ris wt2
% More aboutNN2:.
---- .J..°j,ILOIwnLj.lp)UJlt~s·--l[lJ.tb~~!1JnrllJ.Ued(k).lly.red(k±Dl; Output: ['""'th,=""do"-,,t-lp~r=ed"'-ll _
newlengthl = length(ycJise_34) - 1;
for i = l:newlengthl
time_2rs(i, 1) = stored_time_34(i, 1);
state = [th-PJise(i, 1) th-PJise(i+1,1)]';
th_dot-PJise(i,I) = simuff([state], mWl, mbl, 'logsig', ...
mW2, mb2, 'purelin');
end
% Now let's go on to the testing of the NN2: Return Portion
% Clear all the old network weights
clearmWl mbl mW2 mb2
% Read in the weights saved up for NN2: Return Portion:
load ret wt2
% More about NN2:
% Inputs: [th-pred(k) th-pred(k+1)]; Output: [th_dot-pred]
newlength2 = length(yc_return_34) - 1;
for i = 1:newlength2
time_2rt(i, 1) = stored_time_34(i+newlength1,1);
state = [th-PJeturn(i,l) th-PJeturn(i+l,I)]';
th_dot-PJeturn(i,I) = simuff([state], mWl, mbl, 'logsig', ...
mW2, mb2, 'purelin');
end
% Combine both the rise and the return portions:
th_dot-p = [th_dot-pJise' th_dot-pJeturn']';
time_2 = [time_2rs' time_2rt']';
% Since th_dot_motor was a constant make a temp vector that
% illustrates that it is constant and has the same length as
% th_dot-predicted -
th_dot_mJise = zeros(length(th_dot-pJise), 1);
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LOGSIG(N)
N - SxQ Matrix of net input (column) vectors.
-Rerums-the-values-of-N-squashedbetweenO-andJ.
EXAMPLE: n = -10:0.1:10;
a = logsig(n);
plot(n,a)
LOGSIG(Z,B) ...Used when Batching.
Z - SxQ Matrix of weighted input (column) vectors.
B - Sxl Bias (column) vector.
Returns the squashed net input values found by adding
B to each column ofZ.
LOGSIG('delta') returns name of delta function.
LOGSIG('init') returns name of initialization function.
LOGSIG('name') returns full name of this transfer function.
LOGSIG('output') returns output range of this function.
See also NNTRANS, BACKPROP, NWTAN, LOGSIG.
}) help tansig
TANSIG Hyperbolic tangent SIgmOId transf-er function-.-------------------1
TANSIG(N)
N - SxQ Matrix of net input (column) vectors.
Returns the values ofN squashed between -1 an 1.
EXAMPLE: n = -10:0.1:10;
a = tansig(n);
plot(n,a)
TANSIG(Z,B) ...Used when Batching.
Z - SxQ Matrix ofweighted input (column) vectors.
B - Sxl Bias (column) vector.
Returns the squashed net input values found by adding
B to each column of Z.
TANSIG('delta') returns name of delta function.
TANSIG('init') returns name of initialization function.
TANSIG('name') returns full name of this transfer function.
TANSIG('output') returns output range of this function.
See also NNTRANS, BACKPROP, NWTAN, LOGSIG.
»help ode23
ODE23 Solve differential equations, low order method.
ODE23 integrates a system of ordinary differential equations using
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2nd and 3rd order Runge-Kutta formulas.
[T,Y] = ODE23('yprime', TO, Tfmal, YO) integrates the system of
_.ordinary differential equations described by the M-file YJ>RIME.M,-
over the interval TO to Tfmal, with initial conditions YO.
[T, Y] = ODE23(F, TO, Tfinal, YO, TOL, 1) uses tolerance TOL
and displays status while the integration proceeds.
INPUT:
F - String containing name of user-supplied problem description.
Call: yprime = fun(t,y) where F = 'fun'.
t - Time (scalar).
y - Solution column-vector.
yprime - Returned derivative column-vector; yprime(i) = dy(i)/dt.
to - Initial value of t.
tfinal- Final value of t.
yO - Initial value column-vector.
tol - The desired accuracy. (Default: tol = l.e-3).
trace - If nonzero, each step is printed. (Default: trace = 0).
OUTPUT:
__________------1T-=--.uR...etll.UlmedJnteg-r-atwn-tHne-point-sieelumn-vectorJ-.------------------
Y - Returned solution, one solution column-vector per tout-value.
The result can be displayed by: plot(t.Qllt.-)illUi)'~.-------------------
See also ODE45, ODEDEMO.
- ~ » help ode45
ODE45 Solve differential equations, higher order method.
ODE45 integrates a system of ordinary differential equations using
4th and 5th order Runge-Kutta formulas.
[T,Y] = ODE45('yprime', TO, Tfinal, YO) integrates the system of
ordinary differential equations described by the M-file YPRIME.M,
over the interval TO to Tfinal, with initial conditions YO.
[T, Y] = ODE45(F, TO, Trmal, YO, TOL, 1) uses tolerance TOL
and displays status while the integration proceeds.
INPUT:
F - String containing name of user-supplied problem description.
Call: ypririe'= fun(t,y) where F = 'fun'.
t - Time (scalar).
y - Solution column-vector.
yprime - Returned derivative column-vector; yprime(i) = dy(i)/dt.
to - Initial value of t.
tfinal- Final value of t.
yO - Initial value column-vector.
tol - The desired accuracy. (Default: tol = l.e-6).
trace - Ifnonzero, each step is printed. (Default: trace = 0).
OUTPUT:
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L j~
T - Returned integration time points (column-vector).
Y '" Returned solution, one solution column-vector per tout-value.
The result can be displayed by: plot(tout, yout).
See also ODE23" ODEDEMO.
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